Abstract-In this paper, we investigate a range of image-based visual servo control algorithms for regulation of the position of a quadrotor aerial vehicle. The most promising control algorithms have been successfully implemented on an autonomous aerial vehicle and demonstrate excellent performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual servo algorithms have been extensively developed in the robotics field over the last ten years [7] , [10] , [19] , [23] . Visual servo control techniques have also been applied recently to a large variety of reduced-scale aerial vehicles, such as quadrotors [1] , [25] , helicopters [2] , [22] , [26] , [29] , airships [4] , [30] , and airplanes [5] , [24] . In this paper, we consider visual servo control of a quadrotor aerial vehicle.
Much of the existing research in visual servo control of aerial robots (and particularly, autonomous helicopters) has used position-based visual servo techniques [1] , [2] , [22] , [25] - [27] , [29] . The estimated pose can be used directly in the control law [1] , or as part of a scheme fusing visual data and inertial measurements [29] . In this paper, we do not deal with pose estimation, but consider image-based visual servo (IBVS), similar to the approach considered in [4] , [17] , and [30] .
The system dynamics is sometimes explicitly taken into account in IBVS. This strategy has been applied for robotic manipulators [9] , [12] , [20] and for aerial vehicles [15] , [30] . Another popular approach (as usually done for most robotic systems such as robot arms, mobile robots, etc.) is based on separating the control problem into an inner loop and an outer position control loop. As for helicopters, the inner attitude loop is run at high gain using inputs from inertial sensors, rate gyrometers, and accelerometers acquired at high data rate, while the outer loop is run at low gain using video input from the camera [26] , [27] . The outer (visual servo) loop provides set points for the inner attitude loop and classical time-scale separation and high-gain arguments can be used to ensure stability of the closed-loop system [1] , [11] , [15] , [27] .
In this paper, we take the inner/outer loop stability for granted (see [14] for details) and concentrate on the specific properties of the outer IBVS control design. It allows designing kinematic controllers, which give many advantages in practice. For example, using an embedded camera that sends the images to a ground station implies time delays and then a slow image-based control loop. It is thus interesting to have a lower level loop to ensure the stabilization of the system. Then, another advantage to consider kinematic control is to enable easier reuse of the IBVS scheme, since it is not close to the material equipment of the aerial vehicle. In this paper, several control schemes are proposed, compared, and the most promising ones are shown to be stable in practice and to provide satisfactory behavior.
Following earlier work [15] , [17] , [28] , we have chosen to use zero and first-order image moments as primary visual features for the control design. Perspective projection moments with suitable scaling along with a classical IBVS control design lead to satisfactory transients and asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system when the image plane remains parallel to a planar target. However, the system response may lack robustness for aggressive maneuvers. In order to overcome this problem, several control schemes, based on spherical first-order image moments, are designed and their performance is analyzed. The most promising control algorithms have been successfully implemented on an autonomous aerial vehicle showing excellent performance.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II develops a classical IBVS control scheme using perspective image moments. Section III introduces the definition and properties of first-order spherical image moments and presents a range of control laws for the translational motion of the camera using this visual feature. Section IV provides an analysis and a comparison of the control laws proposed. Experimental results are presented in Section V.
II. PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION
In this section, an IBVS control for regulation of the translation kinematics of an aerial vehicle is presented.
In order to obtain a quasi-linear and decoupled link between the image space and the task space, the image features used are perspective projection image moments [28] . The visual feature vector s = (x n , y n , a n ) is defined such that [28] a n = Z * a * a , x n = a n x g , y n = a n y g where a is the area of the object in the image, x g , y g its centroid coordinates, a * the desired area, and Z * the desired depth between the camera and the target. The time derivative of s and the relative motion between the camera and the object can be related by the classical equationṡ
where υ and ω are, respectively, the linear and angular velocity of the camera both expressed in the camera frame, and where L υ and L ω are, respectively, the parts of the interaction matrix related to the translational and rotational motions. The desired image feature is denoted by s * , and the visual error is defined by e = s − s * . Classical IBVS control design aims to impose linear exponential stability on the image error kinematics [10] , [21] , [28] to ensure an exponential decoupled decrease for e (ė = −λe, with λ a positive gain). Using e to control the translational degrees of freedom, the classical IBVS control input is
Generally, the interaction terms L υ and L ω depend nonlinearly on the state of the system and cannot be reconstructed exactly from the observed visual data. The visual feature s = (x n , y n , a n ) is of particular interest since L υ = −I 3 in the case where the camera image plane is parallel to the target plane [28] . In that case, since the link between image space and task space is linear and decoupled, the control scheme (2) is known to lead to satisfactory closed-loop behavior for holonomic robot [28] . It is, in fact, equivalent to a position-based visual servo, but without any pose estimation required.
In the application considered, the camera is mounted to point directly downward in the quadrotor and the image and target plane are never more than a couple of degrees offset. As a consequence, the approximation L υ ≈ −I 3 is valid. Furthermore, the motion of the quadrotor is smooth and slow and the value of L ω ω is small compared with the error λe in (2). Thus, a reasonable approximation of (2) for the purposes of this paper is
Equation (3) does not require the estimation of any 3-D parameters and can be implemented based only on the observed image features s. This control was implemented on the experimental platform and the results are discussed in Section V-B. The limitation of this approach, however, lies in its dependence on the particular geometry of the application considered and the requirement to consider only smooth slow trajectories of the vehicle. If the vehicle undertakes aggressive manoeuvres, or the parallel target plane assumption is invalidated for a particular application, the approximation L υ ≈ −I 3 will fail, and more importantly, the approximation L ω ω ≈ 0 may also fail. This second issue introduces a significant dynamic disturbance in the system response that cannot be cancelled directly without the risk of introducing zero dynamic effects into the closed-loop response similar to those studied in recent research [11] , [18] . The potential limitations of the classical IBVS control design based on perspective projection features motivate us to consider a class of spherical projection features and nonlinear control design techniques.
III. SPHERICAL PROJECTION

A. Modeling
In this section, we use an unnormalized first-order spherical image moment along with an inertial goal vector to generate an image error [17] . Consider a point target consisting of n points P i corresponding to image points p i (i ∈ (1, . . . , n)) on the spherical image surface. The centroid of a target is defined to be q = n i = 1 p i . The centroid q is a 3-D vector. Thanks to the spherical camera geometry, the third entry of the centroid is nonlinearly related to the depth of the camera from the observed target constellation.
For a point target comprising a finite number of image points, the kinematics of the image centroid are easily verified to be [17] 
and π p = (I 3 − pp ). As long as there are at least two points p i in image space, the matrix Q is positive definite [17] .
Let b denote the vector that defines the direction of the fixed desired set point for the visual feature q, expressed in a fixed inertial frame F A . The image-based error considered is
where q * = R b, and the rotation matrix R between the camera frame F C and the fixed inertial frame F A (see Fig. 1 ) is assumed to be known, a common assumption when dealing with the control of under-actuated systems such as helicopters [17] .
The reason for choosing the image error in this manner is that it ensures the passivity property. The image error kinematics are [17] It can be shown that |δ| and δ 0 = Rδ are a function of position only [6] . This property can be exploited to control the translational dynamics independently of the rotations.
B. Proportional Control
A pure proportional feedback of the unnormalized centroid [17] ensures global asymptotic stability (GAS) property, but in practice it has been shown in [6] that task space and image space behavior are not acceptable. This is due to the fact that the convergence rates are given by Q, and this matrix is not well-conditioned. The simple control law
is thus not suitable in practice.
C. Partitioned Control
A solution for compensating the poor sensitivity in the previous control design is to use a partitioned approach by singling out the problematic component for special treatment [8] , [15] .
The idea is to separate the visual error term into two criteria with different sensitivity. The new visual feature
is defined by using the constant λ (chosen as shown in [6] ), and the following two new error terms
It can be shown that the control law
with A(q * 0 ) = sk(q * 0 ) + λq * 0 q * 0 ensures that the system is GAS [6] . Note that sk(q * 0 ) is the skew-symmetric matrix such that sk(q * 0 )w = q * 0 × w for any vector w.
This partitioned control scheme has been used in [15] by designing and experimenting a dynamic control of a quadrotor. As shown in Section V-C1, although it enables to ensure the desirable GAS property in practice, the partitioned control scheme can lead to poor behavior of the system as soon as the distance between initial and desired position increases [6] , [15] . In order to ensure good behavior in practice, we propose the following control laws.
D. Rescaled Image Feature
To improve the relationship between task space behavior and image space behavior, it is natural to try to determine an image feature that is as close to the 3-D translation between the camera and the target as possible [28] . Such a choice leads to an interaction matrix close to the identity, leading to a linear and decoupled link between the image features and the translational degrees of freedom. Furthermore, satisfactory behavior of the image features will automatically induce an acceptable behavior in the task space.
We propose to consider a new image feature
where q 0 = q |q | is the normalized first-order moment and F (|q|) represents a rough approximation of the actual depth Z from the geometric center of the target. n is the number of points observed and R is the approximate radius of the target.
The error δ f is defined as follows
It can be shown
. It can be shown that f −ξ (where ξ represents the camera position with respect to the target, expressed in the camera frame) and MQM Q −1 [6] . Since f −ξ, an intuitive idea is to choose
Since MQ I 3 , we obtain approximately the same convergence rate for the components of the error [6] . As we will see in Section V-C2, the experimental results using this control law show excellent performance. Its advantage is also that it is easily implemented, since the control law is a direct function of the visual error δ f . Furthermore, since (10) has the additional passivity property, it is expected to be well-adapted for a wide range of aerial vehicles and experimental conditions. However, similar to the perspective moments control design, the global asymptotic stability has not been demonstrated.
E. GAS Control Law With Modified Rescaled Image Feature
In this section, we attempt to define a new image feature and control law that combine the properties of good transient behavior, good local exponential stability, and global asymptotic stability. The approach taken is to define a new scaling function G(|q|) and scaled image feature
where G(|q|) can be chosen so that H induces good properties for asymptotic stability of the resulting control law. Similar to Section III-D for the derivation of M, we have the relationship between matrix H and function G(|q|) [6] :
The error δ g is defined as follows
Recalling (12), the dynamics of this error function is given bẏ δ g = −ω × δ g − HQυ, and we can note that δ g ensures the passivity property, as expected from the choice of g.
Choosing the scale factor G(|q|) = α(|q|) |q|F (|q|), and control law
where α(|q|) is such that α(|q * |) = 1 [6] , ensures GAS and good local exponential stability of the closed-loop system [6] . The new image feature g = G(|q|)q 0 , and the previous feature f = F (|q|)q 0 are designed in the same manner: the direction of the feature is given by q 0 , and the norm is given by the scaling factor G(|q|) and F (|q|), respectively. G(|q|) provides a less aggressive scaling correction than F (|q|) [6] . This improves the sensitivity of the image feature to pixel noise and improves robustness of the closed-loop system. A disadvantage of the new image feature g is that it is not as closely linked to the actual task space coordinates as the feature f (or the 2-D perspective moments used in Section II). Since F (|q|) is an approximation of the depth, the feature f = F (|q|)q 0 is directly related to the 3-D position. In case of the feature g, using the scale factor G(|q|) = α(|q|) |q|F (|q|), the relationship between image space and task space is nonlinear. This leads to some degradation of the global transient behavior for certain initial conditions. However, this issue has limited effect on the observed performance of the closed-loop system in practice. As shown in Section V-C3, the practical results are excellent.
IV. ANALYSIS
A range of IBVS schemes has been presented in Sections II and III. Table I gives summary of the properties for each control scheme in terms of stability, transient behavior, linearity, and passivity.
In practice, two of the most important properties are good transient conditioning (direct convergence of all elements of position in task space without any observed divergence or peaking transients), and balanced local exponential stability (equal asymptotic rate of convergence in all axes of the position in task space). Three control schemes present interesting properties: the perspective image moments (control scheme 1), the rescaled proportional feedback (control scheme 4), and the modified rescaled control (control scheme 5). Among these three best control laws, each one has advantages and drawbacks, and no one is globally better than the others. In the next section, these three control laws are validated and compared through experimental results.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON
OF SOME CONTROL LAWS
In this section, we provide experimental verification of the performance of the proposed control schemes on an aerial robotic vehicle. The experiments were undertaken on a quadrotor aerial vehicle. The task considered is to stabilize the vehicle with respect to a specified target.
A. Experimental Conditions 1) Prototype Description:
The unmanned aerial vehicle used for the experimentation is a quadrotor, which is an omnidirectional vertical take off and landing (VTOL) vehicle ideally suited for stationary and quasi-stationary flight conditions. It consists of four fixed-pitch propellers linked to an electrical motor at each extremity of a cross frame (see Fig. 2 ). The vehicle is equipped with an avionics stack including an inertial measurement unit (IMU) supplying the vehicle attitude and a controller board [15] . The embedded loop allowing the attitude stabilization runs at 166 Hz and the time to reach an attitude order is about 300 ms. A numerical wireless link allows the transmission of the attitude command between the quadrotor and a ground station (Pentium 4) with a time transmission of 110 ms. A camera situated below the quadrotor is embedded and observes a target on the ground, consisting of four black marks on the vertices of a planar rectangle (30 cm×40 cm) (see Fig. 2 ). A wireless analog link transmits camera images to the ground station. All the visual servo controls tested are implemented on the ground station at the sample time of 60 ms. Consequently, considering the high sampling rate low level and the low sampling rate high level, we can assume that the low level and the high level control are entirely decoupled. A demonstration based on singular perturbations and similar arguments as in [13] can show the stability of the entire closed-loop system. A 3-D estimation of the vehicle position with respect to the target is also obtained by fusing the data of the embedded IMU and the visual data in a particle filter [3] . This estimate is used to provide an estimate of ground truth for the 3-D behavior of the vehicle and to provide an estimate of the linear velocity of the vehicle that is used by the inner loop controller of the airframe dynamics [14] (see Fig. 3 ). In this paper, only 2-D visual information is used in the outer IBVS control loop for position regulation.
2) Experimental Protocol: In order to compare the proposed different kinematic visual servo controllers, the initial conditions of the experiments were chosen identically. For each experiment, the quadrotor was servo-controlled to a specific initial position using a standard state-space controller deriving information from the task space position estimate. When the vehicle is stabilized at this position, the visual control is initiated and the 3-D position, obtained from the particle filter, is recorded. This protocol ensures that the flight conditions are the same and allows the comparison between the different controllers. The velocity demand was also saturated at 20 cm/s to ensure the vehicle remains in quasi-stationary flight regime [16] . Considering times latency and the high sampling of the high-level controller, only low gains have been used. The technique used to tune these gains consists in increasing the gain to increase the bandwidth and stopping just before the UAV becomes unstable. Then, these gains have been reduced in order to have an exponential convergence in about 10 s.
The In the following subsections, four kinematic image-based control schemes for the translational motion of the quadrotor are considered. For each experiment, the 3-D position of the camera in the task space reference frame is depicted, along with the velocity output of the visual servo control law. The evolution of the visual error considered is also depicted, as well as the trajectory of the four black marks in the image plane.
B. Perspective Image Moments
The classical perspective image moments controller (control law 1) provides a linear correspondence between the image space and task space as long as the relative rotation between image and target plane is small. The resulting closed-loop system response is expected to be satisfactory both in transient performance and asymptotic convergence and in both image and task space. The practical results using the quadrotor are very satisfactory (see Fig. 4 ) under the considered experimental conditions. However, as a consequence of the limiting assumptions on the rotation, the system is neither GAS nor passive. Moreover, it is expected that strong rotational motion will significantly disturb the performance of the system. 
C. Spherical Image Moments 1) Partitioned Control:
With the partitioned control law using decomposition at the set point and spherical image moments (control law 3), the visual error components are quite perturbed but converge [see Fig. 5(c) ]. The problem is that the control law is not adequately far from the desired position. Consequently, we can see that the convergence rate is not the same on the three components of the position, and Z component is not suitable [see Fig. 5(a) ]. Moreover, the velocity output of the visual servo control is very disturbed, even after convergence [t > 25 s, see Fig. 5(b) ].
2) Proportional Feedback: The rescaled proportional feedback using spherical image moments (control law 4) has the same desirable image feature properties as control law 1. The practical results are very satisfactory (see Fig. 6 ) and similar to the results obtained with control law 1. In fact, the rescaled visual feature f = F (|q|)q 0 is very close to the 3-D position, analogously to the visual features used in control law 1. The control laws are a simple proportional feedback in the two cases. The advantage of the spherical image moments is that they ensure the passivity property, and should be more robust to aggressive maneuvers of an aerial vehicle as well as leading more naturally to a full dynamic IBVS control design. A potential problem, however, is the requirement to estimate the camera attitude in order to reconstruct the image-based error term. There is no formal proof of GAS for control law 4; however, due to the natural structure of the image feature, we expect that the domain of stability for this control law will be sufficiently large so that unstable behavior will not be encountered in practice.
3) GAS Control Law: The last suitable control law (5) is based on a modified rescaled visual feature, in order to ensure GAS. This control law provides the guarantee of GAS that is missing in control law 4. Its only drawback is that the visual feature is no longer linearly related to the 3-D position and this may lead to slightly degraded transient response in task space.
As can be seen in Fig. 7 , this control scheme leads to very satisfactory behavior: equal convergence rates of the visual error components, and equal convergence rates in the task space. Moreover, in the considered experiment, the transient behavior is acceptable.
D. Noise Sensitivity
At first glance, the results (see Figs. 4, 6, and 7) for the three suitable control schemes are very similar.
A potential problem with the control laws 4 and 5 is that the rotation matrix R between the camera frame and the inertial frame has to be estimated. However, this estimation does not seem to introduce noise, delay, or any significant perturbations in practice (compare Fig. 4 with Figs. 6 and 7) .
To better understand the noise sensitivity of each control scheme, we have computed the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the velocity demand over the period between 10 and 25 s, during which period all three closed-loop systems are stabilized in a neighborhood of the set point. Note that to get rid of the effect of the gains, we consider the velocity output without the gains λ, k f , and k g . We compute As can be seen in Table II , the noise measured at the output of all control laws is very similar. The three control laws have very similar behavior with respect to noise.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has investigated a suite of image-based kinematic visual servo control schemes to control a quadrotor. Using the well-known perspective image moments to design a classical IBVS translational control law leads to good system behavior in the experimental studies undertaken. However, this control scheme does not ensure global asymptotic stability or passivity of the closed-loop system, both properties that we believe will be important for the development of fully dynamic IBVS control schemes in the future. First-order spherical image moments along with an inertial goal vector allow us to design translational control laws independent from the rotation motion. Global asymptotic stability is obtained by using these visual features and a simple proportional feedback, but the behavior on the Z-axis is not acceptable. A range of control laws has been proposed in order to improve the behavior of the system. The most promising approach investigated involves rescaling the spherical image moments to obtain an image feature that minimizes the sensitivity in the depth axis. The perspective image moments control design, as well as three of the control laws using spherical image moments were implemented on the quadrotor. In practice and as expected, three control algorithms lead to acceptable behavior of the system.
